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Zoology is the study of animal life and biology, including the structure, behavior, evolution, classification, and
distribution of all animals, both past and present.
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Zoologists seek to understand the diversity of life on earth and the relationships between different species of
animals. They study anatomy and physiology of animals, their behavior and communication, their interactions with
each other, and their environment. Zoology is an important field within the broader study of biology, as it provides
insights into how animals adapt to their environment, evolve, and play a role in maintaining the balance of
ecosystems.

Understanding the relationships between animals and their habitats is crucial for developing strategies to conserve
biodiversity and ensure the survival of species in the future. One way to learn about animal biology is by watching
animals in their habitats.

Read on for some paths to zoology right from your phone or computer!

Virtual Zoos

Lion Cam – The big cats who star in this live feed, hosted by the Smithsonian, have three yards to roam through.

Platypus Cam – The only platypuses in the United States appear in this live cam.

Baboon Cam – The baboons are usually busy exploring their habitat, grooming, or just relaxing during the
daylight hours when this feed is live.

Flamingo Cam – These flamingos live at the Houston Zoo and often swim in their enclosure.

Memphis Zoo Live Animal Cams – The Memphis Zoom showcases various animals on this feed that call the zoo
home.

Bronx Zoo Live Cams – The Bronx Zoo offers views into various habitats, including the Spiny Forest, where many
types of lemurs, tortoises, and birds live.
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Panda Cam – These pandas love bamboo but can often be seen snacking on fruit like bananas and apples.

Bison Cam – Wild bison roam the prairies of northern Illinois and are seen on this wildlife cam overseen partly by
the National Forest Service.

Meerkat Video Stream – The Chattanooga Zoo hosts a few different feeds of the animals that live there,
including this one that features meerkats!

Humboldt Penguins – Keepers feed the penguins live twice a day, and their antics are entertaining!

Farallon Islands Live Webcam – Various birds and marine mammals visit Farallon Islands and appear on this web
stream.

Barnegat Light Osprey Cam – The camera shoots into the nest, so it’s possible to watch the whole cycle of birth
and growth each year when Ospreys come to hatch their young.

Giraffe Cams – The giraffes interact with each other and visitors on this daily cam.

Marwell Zoo Webcams – Flamingos and penguins are water-loving creatures featured on this British Zoo’s web
feeds.

EleCam – The Elephant Sanctuary in Tennessee set up a series of solar-powered cameras to stream the daily
lives of the rescued animals at the sanctuary.

Blair Drummond Safari Webcams – This British Safari has webcams in the rhino house and out in the enclosure
where the giraffes live.

Paignton Zoo Webcams – Meerkats and macaques are featured on the streams from this zoo in England.

African Savana Webcam – The zoo in Dublin has set up an African Savanna where animals like rhinos live.
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The Giant Flying Fox – The largest species of bat in the world can be viewed live by people around the world.

Bay Cam – Chesapeake Bay is home to many ospreys, which makes it the perfect place for a wildlife cam.

Siamang Cam – Enjoy the antics of monkeys? Check out this webcam from the El Paso Zoo.

See What Our Animals Are Doing! – Connecticut’s Beardsley Zoo has webcams in the habitats that animals like
pandas, spider monkeys, and river otters call home.

Sloth Webcam – Tuppee and Lightcap are elderly sloths who enjoy lounging around their specially built habitat.

Koala Cam – This family of koalas includes “Tanami”, whose favorite activities are eating and sleeping.

Santa Barbara Zoo Cams – Leopards and Condors are two species followed by these webcams.

Livestream Beluga Whales – The friendliest animals in the ocean swim in the waters of the Atlanta aquarium.

Mountain Lions Live! – Two brother mountain lions are the stars at this stream.

Gray Wolves Cam – Gray wolves, a keystone species, have disappeared from 48 states but are here on this live
stream.

Animal at Home – Zoos across Australia show off the zoological diversity of their animals.

Roger Williams Park Zoo Giraffe Cam – Giraffes in the zoo in Providence, Rhode Island, star in this live stream.

Budapest Zoo Cams – Birds are featured in one of the streams from this European zoo.

Hippo Water Cam – The hippos from Toledo Zoo enjoy swimming.
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Animal Cam – The Dallas Aquarium hosts a webcam of their freshwater river exhibit.

Watch Puppies Play – Animals adapting to life as service dogs romp and play on this live stream.

Wild Center Live Cams – Turtles often come out to explore the waterways of the Wild Center.

Live Bird Feeder Cams – Prairie Village, Kansas, is the home of this cam, where various species of birds gather
as they eat.

Channel Islands Live Bald Eagle Webcams – The Bald Eagles of the Channel Islands breed, nest, hunt, eat, and
sleep within view of this webcam.

Wild Life Selfies – The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service assembled these animal selfies taken by various trail
cameras.

California Condor – These condors stay active!

Live Eagle Cam – Some hatchlings have been successfully raised in the nests featured on these wildlife cams.
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Students Mar 13, 2023

An Overview of Plant Anatomy for Kids

Enter the world of plant anatomy, a fascinating subtopic of science often introduced in high school.

CONTINUE READING
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The Brainly Homework Help Index (2023)

Another year of homework stress is in the books; see which U.S. states need the most study help in 2023!
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Free Chemistry Games for Learning Fun

The internet is a host of interactive science activities; read on for a few of our faves!
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